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Providing Deterministic Quality-of-Service
Guarantees on WDM Optical Networks

Maode Ma and Mounir Hamdi, Member, IEEE

Abstract—A major challenge in the design of future genera-
tion high-speed networks is the provision of guaranteed quality-of-
service (QoS) for a wide variety of multimedia applications. In
this paper we investigate the problem of providing QoS guaran-
tees to real-timevariable lengthmessages (e.g., IP packets) in wave-
length division multiplexing (WDM) optical networks. In partic-
ular, we propose a systematic mechanism comprised of admission
control, traffic regulation, and message scheduling that provide
guaranteed performance service for real-time application streams
made up of variable-length messages. We formulate an analytical
model based on the theory ofmax-plus algebrato evaluate the de-
terministic bounded message delay in a WDM network environ-
ment using our proposed QoS guarantee mechanism to determine
the “schedulability conditions” of multimedia application streams.
We also conduct a series of discrete-event and trace-driven simula-
tions to verify the accuracy of the analytical model. The simulation
results will demonstrate that the analytic delay bound we obtained
for our WDM optical network is valid and accurate.

Index Terms—Admission control, max-plus algebra, multiple-
access protocols, optical networks, quality-of-service, wavelength-
division-multiplexing (WDM).

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH THE proliferation of the world wide web (WWW)
in all aspects of networking, current local and wide area

networks can barely cope with the huge demand for network
bandwidth. As a result, there is a worldwide effort in upgrading
current networks with high-bandwidth fiber-optic links that can
potentially deliver terabits/s.Wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM) is an effective technique for utilizing the large band-
width of an optical fiber. By allowing multiple messages to be
simultaneously transmitted on a number of channels, WDM has
the potential to significantly improve the performance of optical
networks. The nodes in such a network can transmit and receive
messages on any of the available channels by using and tuning
one or more tunable transmitter(s) and/or tunable receiver(s).
Several topologies have been proposed for WDM networks [1],
[2]. Of particular interest to us in this paper is the single-hop
topologywhereaWDMopticalnetwork isconfiguredasabroad-
cast-and-select network to which all the inputs from the various
nodes are combined in a passive star coupler, and the mixed op-
tical information is broadcast to all destinations [3].

To unleash the potential of single-hop WDM passive star
networks, efficient multiple-access protocols are needed to
efficiently allocate and coordinate the system resources [1].
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Multiple-access protocols in a single-hop WDM passive star
network environment can be divided into two classes: namely
preallocation-based protocols and reservation-based protocols.
Preallocation-based techniques use all channels of a fiber
to transmit messages. These techniques assign transmission
rights to different nodes in a static and predetermined manner.
Examples of preallocation-based protocols can be found in
[3]–[6]. Reservation-based techniques allocate a channel as
the control channel to transmit global information regarding
messages to all nodes in the network. Once such information
is received, all nodes invoke the same scheduling algorithm to
determine when to transmit/receive a message and on which
data channel. Examples of reservation-based protocols can be
found in [7]–[11]. Reservation-based techniques have a more
dynamic nature and assign transmission rights based on the
run-time requirements of the nodes. In this paper, we focus our
attention on reservation-based techniques.

Most of the protocols proposed for reservation-based tech-
niques are designed to handle and schedulefixed lengthpackets
because the underlying network is assumed to support fixed-
length packet transmission because it is cost effective. On the
other hand, traffic streams in the real world are often character-
ized as bursty. Most of the application level data units (ADU)
must be segmented into a sequence of fixed size packets to
be transmitted over these networks. For example, files trans-
ferred by an FTP service or video frames or audio data gener-
ated by multimedia applications [12] are too large to be encap-
sulated into a single fixed size packet (e.g., 53-byte ATM cell).
As a result, consecutive arriving packets in a burst are strongly
correlated by having the same destination node. Our intuitive
idea about this observation is that all the fixed size packets of
a burst should be scheduled as a whole and transmitted con-
tinuously in a WDM network rather than schedule them on a
packet-by-packet basis. Another way of looking at this is that we
should not segment the ADU’s. Rather we should simply try to
schedule them as a whole withoutinterleaving. The main advan-
tages of using a burst-based (message) transmission over WDM
networks are: 1) to an application, the performance metrics of its
data units (i.e., ADU’s) are more relevant performance measures
than ones specified by individual packets; 2) it perfectly fits the
current trend of carrying IP traffic over networking infrastruc-
tures that support fixed length packets such as ATM/WDM net-
works; and 3) message fragmentation and reassembly are gone.
Recently, few researchers have relaxed the constrain of simply
using fixed length packets by allowing their network protocols
to manage variable length messages transmission [7], [9], [13].
In this paper, we use this line of thought and focus on handling
variable length messages on WDM networks.
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One of the important issues of high-speed networks, such
as WDM optical networks, is to provide guaranteed perfor-
mance service for real-time applications such as multimedia
applications with their QoS requirements. The significance of
guaranteeing the QoS lies in that once an application stream
is admitted, the network service should guarantee the delivery
of all its messages within the desired QoS constraints. There
are two kinds of guaranteed performance service. One is the
statistical guaranteed service with which stochastic or prob-
abilistic bounds are provided. The other is the deterministic
guaranteed service with which all messages will meet their
performance requirements even in the worst case. The problem
of providing guaranteed performance service to real-time
applications is tied to three key issues: 1) admission control of
the application streams; 2) characterization of the application
streams and policing the traffic; and 3) the design of efficient
scheduling algorithms to manage the messages’ transmissions
and multiplexing.

There are vast research results on the problem of providing
guaranteed performance service to real- time applications on
packet-switched networks. The interested reader is referred to
[16] and [17], in which the author showed that deterministic ser-
vice guarantees can be achieved using various scheduling tech-
niques provided that the traffic entering the network is well reg-
ulated. In addition, there are a lot of papers which address the
traffic characterization and the traffic models to ensure guaran-
teed performance service [18], [19]. However, the focus of these
traffic models, the characterization of traffic, and the design
of the regulators to shape traffic are mainly suitable for fixed
length packets rather than variable length packets or messages.
There are also lots of papers on admission control policies and
scheduling algorithms for multiplexers to achieve guaranteed
performance service for networks [20], [21]. However, most of
the scheduling algorithms are mainly suitable for fixed length
packets. To the best of our knowledge, very little research ef-
fort has been dedicated to traffic models or traffic characteriza-
tions and scheduling algorithms aimed at providing guaranteed
performance service to variable length packets or messages. In
particular, there is very little research aimed at providing guar-
anteed performance service on WDM passive star networks.

The only paper that considered in detail how to model and
serve variable length messages is [22]. The authors have mod-
eled the traffic as a marked point process which consists of two
sequences of variables: the message arrival times and message
lengths. A new traffic characterization, called-regularity, to
characterize a marked point process has been proposed. Based
on the new traffic characterization, the authors consider the
network to consist of two basic elements. One element is the
traffic regulator to generate-regular marked point processes.
The other is the g-server to provide QoS for marked point
processes. Any composite networks can be considered to be
made up of these two elements by various methods such as
concatenation. This work has provided us a theoretical system
modeling method that can handle the problem of providing
guaranteed deterministic performance service to applications
generating variable length messages on WDM networks.

In this paper, we propose a complete mechanism including
the admission control policy, the traffic regulator, and the

scheduling algorithm for reservation-based multiple-access
protocols in a WDM optical network environment to provide
guaranteed deterministic performance service to applications’
streams composed of real-time variable length messages. Our
WDM networking environment has the following character-
istics to differentiate them from other systems. The topology
and architecture of the WDM optical network is based on the
single-hop passive star coupled topology proposed in [7] and
[9]. The application traffic streams are composed of aperiodic
and variable length messages which are defined as variable
numbers of packets with fixed number of bits for each packet.
In other words, we foresee our networking infrastructure to
be supporting fixed length packets (e.g., ATM/WDM, slotted
WDM). This is essentially the de facto trend in high-speed
networking because it is more cost effective, easier to control
and manage, and can be built at a very high speed. Our contri-
bution in this paper lies in that we have proposed a complete
mechanism for reservation-based protocols in WDM optical
networks in order to provide deterministic performance service
to variable length aperiodic messages with time constraints.
We have also analytically evaluated the delay bound for the
messages’ delivery in WDM networks based on themax-plus
algebra and the framework proposed in [22]. Moreover, we
have conducted a group of discrete-event and event-driven
simulations to verify the delay bound we have set up for
our “schedulability conditions” and to evaluate the system
utilization.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II specifies our WDM network environment and our system
model. Section III presents the key components of our mecha-
nism for providing guaranteed performance service. Section IV
provides our theoretical analysis on delay bounds for variable
length messages on a WDM network by max-plus algebra. Sec-
tion V shows experimental evaluation results of the guaranteed
performance service of the system. Finally, Section VI con-
cludes the paper with a summary of the results and a discussion
on our future work.

II. NETWORK AND SERVICE MODELS

In this section, we specify the logic structure of our WDM
network architecture. Then, we formulate the problem of pro-
viding guaranteed service in the specified architecture. Finally,
we set up a system model which maps the logic structure of
the WDM network architecture into a simplified point-to-point
network structure composed of a multiplexer and transmission
links so that the delay bound of the message delivery can be
easily determined using max-plus algebra.

A. Network Overview

As mentioned previously, we consider message transmission
in a single-hop WDM optical network, whose nodes are con-
nected via a passive star coupler. The star coupler supports
channels and nodes in the network. The channels, referred
to as data channels, are used for message transmission. Another
channel, referred to as the control channel, is used to exchange
global information among the nodes regarding the messages to
be transmitted. The control channel is the basic mechanism for
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Fig. 1. Data and control channel configuration and message queues at nodes.

implementing the reservation scheme. Each node in the network
has two transmitters and two receivers. One transmitter and one
receiver are fixed and are tuned to the control channel. The other
transmitter and receiver are tunable and can tune to any of the
data channels to transmit/receive messages on those channels.
This structure is similar to the optical network environment pro-
posed in [7], [9], and [13].

The nodes are divided into two nondisjoint sets of source
(transmitting) nodes and destination (receiving) nodes.
However, any node can be a source node as well as a destination
node at the same time, as there is a transmitter and a receiver at
each node. A queue for the messages waiting to be transmitted
is assumed to exist at each source node.

A time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol is used on
the control channel to manage the transmission of control in-
formation. According to this protocol, each node can transmit
a control packet during a predetermined time slot.control
packets make up one control frame on the control channel. Thus,
each node has a corresponding control packet in a control frame,
during which that node can access the control channel. The
length of a control packet depends on the amount of control in-
formation pertained to each message, e.g., the address of the
destination node message length. Fig. 1 illustrates some of the
basic concepts used in our network environment.

The application streams in our WDM optical network are
specified by three parameters. One parameter is the delay al-
lowance of each message which is to indicate the time constraint
of the application streams. The other parameter is the maximum
length of the message in one application stream. Although the
message length can be variable, it is bounded by a maximum
message length. The last parameter is the traffic intensity which
determines the bandwidth that an application requires.

The network service can be divided into two levels. The upper
level is the flow level at which the application streams are man-
aged and controlled by the network. The lower level is the mes-
sage level at which individual messages are to be scheduled and
transmitted. The flow level network service can be described
as follows. When an application stream wants to connect to

the network, the network evaluates its specification to decide
whether it can be admitted or not. This is done to ensure that
the QoS of the applications already connected to the network
as well as the new coming application can be guaranteed. This
network function is called admission control. Another function
of the network service is to monitor the compliance of the ad-
mitted applications streams’ with the streams’ specifications.
Once there is any specification violation, the network has to
shape the traffic to make it obey some regularity principle. The
goal of this shaping is to ensure that the QoS of the connected
application streams can be maintained. This network function is
called traffic policing.

The message level network service can be described as fol-
lows. When a source node has a message at the head of its queue
to be transmitted, the source nodefirst sends a control packet
during time slot on the control channel to all other nodes. After

time units, where is the roundtrip propagation delay
between a node and the star coupler andis the time duration
of a control frame, all the nodes in the network will have the in-
formation contained in a control frame regarding the messages
to be transmitted. At this point, an identical copy of a distributed
scheduling algorithm is invoked by all nodes, which assigns the
messages represented in the control frame to the appropriate
data channels to be transmitted at a given point in time. This
scheduling algorithm has basically two functions: the resources
assignment and the messages transmission ordering.

B. Problem Statement

Based on this WDM architecture and the network service, we
can formulate the problem of providing deterministic bounded
delay service as follows. We assume that there arenodes and

data channels in our specified WDM network. There are also
application streams with variable length messages that re-

quest deterministic bounded delay service from thetransmis-
sion nodes. The problem we are facing now is to design an ad-
mission control policy, a traffic regulation function, as well as a
message scheduling algorithm to provide transmission service
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Fig. 2. System model of the specified WDM optical network.

to the application streams while ensuring that their QoS can be
deterministically guaranteed.

C. System Model

Based on the above description, we can set up a system model
to describe our specified WDM optical network and the network
service. We map the specified WDM network architecture into
a simple point-to-point connection-oriented message-switched
multiplexer and transmission links so that the problem of pro-
viding deterministic bounded delay service to theapplication
streams in the WDM network can be feasibly solved. The con-
figuration of our system model is shown in Fig. 2.

We map each transmission node in our WDM network archi-
tecture to each head of the message queue. We then logically
map the distributed scheduling algorithm to a centralized multi-
plexer on all transmission nodes. This multiplexer has the same
function as the original scheduling algorithm. We also map the

transmission channels in the WDM network to the transmis-
sion links outgoing from the logical multiplexer. We specify that
there are N destination nodes to receive the transmitted mes-
sages.

III. N ETWORK SERVICE SCHEME

In this section, we present service schemes for providing de-
terministic bounded delay service to the applications’ streams in
our system model. The key elements are the admission control
policy, traffic characterization, and the scheduling algorithm of
the multiplexer.

A. Admission Control Scheme

As mentioned previously, when an application stream wants
to connect or enter into the network, the network evaluates the
specification of the application stream to decide whether this ap-
plication stream can be admitted or not. This is done to ensure
that the QoS of the applications already connected to the net-
work as well as the new coming application can be guaranteed.
This network function is called admission control. We formulate
the admission control scheme as follows. We assume that there
are n application streams already connected to the network spec-
ified by , . There are new ap-
plication streams requesting guaranteed bounded delay service

denoted by , .
The admission control scheme employs a transmission band-
width schedulability test to decide whether all/subset/none of
the new application streams can be accepted.

Admission Control Scheme:
new applications specified by are

requesting service, while applications
specified by are being served;

Call resources schedulability test algo-
rithm to consider the applications
specified by , ;

If the delay bound of the applica-
tions can be ensured, accept all of the
new applications,

If the delay bound of the , ,
applications can be ensured, accept the
subset of the new applications, and re-
ject the other subset of the new
applications.

Otherwise reject all of the new applica-
tions

The key component of the admission control scheme is the re-
source schedulability test algorithm which is based on a traffic
intensity-oriented test. Our traffic intensity-oriented resource
schedulability test is designed based on the principle that the
total rate of all the traffic admitted into the network be kept
below a threshold at which the bounded delay of all applica-
tion streams can be guaranteed. We formulate our problem and
present our complete algorithm as follows. There is a pair ,
where is a set of
positive integers, and is also an integer. In this set, is the
traffic intensity of application stream, is the maximum total
traffic intensity the network can support under the condition that
the bounded delays of all application streams can be met. The
first values are the traffic intensities of the currently connected
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Fig. 3. Example of a marked point process.

application streams and the othervalues are the traffic intensi-
ties of the new application streams. The solution to this problem
is to get a subset of whose sum is as large as possible but not
larger than . We name this algorithm thesum-subset searchal-
gorithm. The sum-subset search algorithm has two parts. The
first one is to get a maximum value which is equal to or as
close as possible to. The second part is to searchto find out
a subset of whose sum is equal to.

Sum-Subset Search Algorithm:
Get :

;
for ( to ) Merge-List

( , ) ;
Remove from every element which is

larger that ;
Return the largest element in as

.
Search subset:

= sort ( ) in order of its value;
for ( to )

for ( to )
substotaltraffic = substotaltraffic

+
if substotaltraffic {mark

; ++; if substotaltraffic =
break; ;

if substotaltraffic ++;
substotaltraffic =
substotaltraffic

search ( ) for marked elements in ;
Return subset of .

The possible largest value of maximum total traffic is 1. This
value could be calculated from the delay bound expression ac-
cording to different scheduling algorithms as will be shown
later.

B. Traffic Characterization

After a stream connection is established, the network must
monitor the application stream’s traffic with a traffic policing
scheme to ensure that all traffic complies with its original spec-
ification. The traffic policing scheme either drops or delays mes-
sages which do not conform to the traffic specification in order

to avoid having excessive traffic into the network. In our traffic
policing scheme design, we take the policy of delaying mes-
sages which do not conform to their traffic specification. In this
case there are special buffers required to temporarily store the
delayed messages.

Since the traffic policing scheme is based on the traffic
characterization, we introduce our traffic characterization,
-regularity, which is aimed at traffic with variable length

messages. We start by introducing our traffic model since it
is important that the traffic characterization conforms to a
parameterized traffic model. We use a marked point process
to model the application streams’ traffic. A marked point
process consists of two sequences of variables

and ,
where and are the arrival time and the message length
of the th message, respectively. Fig. 3 shows a typical
sample path of a marked point process.

Let and be the sum of
the message lengths of the first arrivals. The sequence

is an increasing integer-valued
sequence with . Based on this traffic model, a new
type of traffic characterization called-regularity can be
introduced. The -regularity can be defined as follows.

Definition 1: A marked point process is said to
be -regular for some , if for all then

holds.
With , this traffic characterization can be rewritten

as

or simply

Based on the definition of the-regularity, we can construct
a traffic regulator so that its output is-regular. The following
theorem1 shows the possibility and feasibility of constructing a
-regulator.
Theorem 1: Suppose that the sequence is superad-

ditive. Consider a marked point process , let
for all .

Construct the marked point process .

1) is -regular.

1Because of space limitations (and as suggested by the reviewers) we are
omitting the proofs for the theorems and lemmas in this paper. The interested
reader is referred to [27] for more details about the proofs.
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2) For any -regular marked point process with
, then .

3) is -regular if and only if .
The construction of is called a minimal -regulator.
Theorem 1 shows that a minimal-regulator generates an

output which is -regular. The best construction that can be im-
plemented is the minimal-regulator that minimizes the depar-
ture times.

In order to show that a superposition (multiplexing) of
-regular marked point processes is-regular, we first introduce

the concept of inverse functions and their properties as follows:
Lemma 1: Given a marked point process . Let

be the maximum service requirement and be the cumula-
tive service requirement by time.

1) If is -regular, then for all yields

where inf : is the upper
inverse function of any function , with
for all

2) If for all and some
nonnegative and increasing function , , then
is -regular, where inf : is
the lower inverse function of .

Lemma 1 leads to the following theorem on the superposition.
Theorem 2: Given marked point processes, ,

. Let be the superposition of these
marked point processes. If is -regular, then is -regular
with

inf

where is the upper inverse function of and is the
maximum service requirement of.

Theorem 2 not only shows that the superposition of -reg-
ular marked point processes is a-regular marked point process,
but also provides some insight on the service time of the mul-
tiplexer when the -regular marked point processes are su-
perposed to a-regular traffic.

These theorems form the foundation of the traffic charac-
terization of -regularity by a -regulator. Our traffic policing
scheme is based on the traffic characterization of-regularity,
and we implement the traffic policing by using a-regulator.

C. Scheduling Algorithm

The scheduling algorithm is the crucial part of network ser-
vice schemes. It is the strategy for the multiplexer to efficiently
manage individual messages from multiple application streams
to be transmitted within their deterministic delay bounds.
The algorithm should handle two issues of the scheduling
problem. One is the message sequencing, which determines
the sequence of messages’ transmissions. The other is channel
assignment, which determines which channel and what time
slots on that channel can be used to transmit the selected
message [7], [13]. We designed a scheduling algorithm in our
network model to handle the above two issues. We propose an

adaptive round-robin and earliest available time scheduling
(ARR-EATS) algorithm to provide guaranteed deterministic
bounded delay service, in conjunction with our admission
control and traffic policing schemes.

One of the characteristics of our ARR-EATS algorithm is that
it is dedicated to scheduling variable- length messages. It has
two parts to handle the message sequencing problem as well as
the channel assignment problem. The first part is the adaptive
round-robin algorithm which determines the message transmis-
sion sequence. The basic idea is that every application stream
admitted to the multiplexer can get equal opportunity to have its
message transmitted. More specifically, the scheduler arranges
the message transmission sequence in the following way: the
multiplexer transmits the first message in the queue of the first
application stream, then it takes the first message in the queue
of the second application stream and so on. When the first mes-
sage in the queue of theth stream (the last queue) has been
transmitted, it will return to the queue of the first application
stream to schedule the second message. If there is no message
in the current queue, the multiplexer will skip to the next queue.
The ARR algorithm is different from the original round-robin
algorithm in that the ARR algorithm switches to serve the next
queue when the current message has been successfully trans-
mitted. Since the length of each message is different, the ser-
vice time for each queue is also different; while the original
round-robin algorithm serves different queues with equal time
slices.

The technique to assign a data channel and transmission time
slots to the selected message may vary based on different WDM
optical network models. Examples of such techniques that are
currently receiving attention are proposed in [7], [9], and [13].
One such assignment algorithm is calledearliest available time
scheduling(EATS). It is an efficient channel assignment algo-
rithm for selecting a channel and time slots on that channel to
the transmitted messages. In our scheduling algorithm, we adopt
EATS as our basic channel assignment mechanism.

The basic idea of the EATS algorithm is to assign a message
to a data channel that has the earliest available time slot among
all other channels. In order to keep record of the channels and
receivers usage and their states, there are two tables residing on
the multiplexor which are termedreceiver available timearray
(RAT) andchannel available timearray (CAT). RAT records
the nonavailable time of the receiver of each node from the cur-
rent time in the packet slot unit. CAT records the nonavailable
time of each channel from the current time. With this global in-
formation on the multiplexer, the EATS algorithm works as fol-
lows: sort the channels based on the information of CAT; choose
a channel with earliest available time slot, that is the channel
with the smallest CAT value; calculate the transmission time of
a message based on the two tables; and update the two tables
according to the newly scheduled message.

Combining this channel assignment algorithm with our ARR
message transmission sequencing algorithm, we can form our
new scheduling algorithm as ARR-EATS algorithm. We for-
mally present our ARR-EATS scheduling algorithm as follows.

We assume that there aretransmission nodes andchan-
nels in our WDM network. The index of the node is,

. The CAT table has items.
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i = 1;
START: i++;

The new message to be transmitted from
the queue i%N;
If there is no message in the queue i%N,
go to START to seek next message; Other-
wise send a control packet on the con-
trol channel to inform all nodes; Sort

[k] in nondecreasing order by the
value of [k] to form CAT[h]; Use
the channel to transmit the message,
where and = 0; Calcu-
late , = max( , ),
= max( ); where is the transmit-
ters’ tuning time, is the propagation
delay.
Schedule the message transmission time
at ;
Update , ,
where is the message length.
Go to START to schedule next message;

IV. DELAY BOUND ANALYSIS

The analytical evaluation of the guaranteed deterministic
delay bound for our proposed network service schemes in-
cluding the traffic characterization and the scheduling algorithm
is based on the theory of max-plus algebra [24].

Our evaluations are done under the following assumptions.

1) The tuning times of the transmitters and receivers are con-
stant with same value.

2) The propagation time for either the control packet or mes-
sage transmission is considered.

3) A message transmitted by a node is destined to every other
node with equal probability.

4) In each application stream, the traffic is specified by the
three elements, .

5) In each application stream, the message length can be any
value but bounded by .

6) In each application stream, the average traffic intensity or
the maximum intensity is .

7) In each application stream, the delay allowance for each
message is .

8) In each application stream, the traffic is not initially char-
acterized.

We present the theoretical analysis of the guaranteed
deterministic delay bound for our network model by first
introducing further analytical results on the-regulator and
-server. Our theoretical analysis to the system model is based

on the max-plus theory.
Definition 2: A server is called a -server for an

input marked point process if its output
marked point process satisfies

for all .
Obviously, a -regulator is a -server as it satisfies this defini-

tion, too. Now we present a theorem on the performance bounds
of the -server, which provides the foundation to achieve the
delay bound of our system service scheme.

Theorem 3: Consider a -server for a marked point process
. Let be the output. Also let

be the maximum delay at the server. Sup-
pose that is -regular, then we have the following.

1) Maximum delay: .
2) Maximum queued service requirements. The total amount

of service requirements queued at the server is bounded
above by , where is the maximum delay
in (1), is the upper inverse function of and is
the maximum service requirement.

3) Output characterization. If , then is -regular,
where and

We have now reached the point where we can evaluate the
delay bound for the general-server. Furthermore, we present
a special kind of -server and their properties in the following
lemma. This type of -server plays a key role in evaluating the
delay bound of our system service scheme.

Lemma 2: Let be a sequence with for all
.

1) A server guarantees maximum delayfor a marked point
process if and only if it is an -server for .

2) Suppose that is -regular. Then a server is an -server
for if and only if the server is - server for .

Suppose that the server is a -server for . Since
is assumed to be-regular, it follows that the maximum
delay is bounded above by. Thus, we have that the server
is an -server for .

Since the -server has constant value of service delay,
it is important to evaluate the other kinds of-servers. Most
computer communication networks can be modeled as several
simple -servers such as -servers concatenated together. The
following theorem is on the concatenation of-servers.

Theorem 4: A concatenation of a -server for a marked
point process and a -server for the output from
the -server is a -server for , where .

Based on the above lemma and theorems, we can introduce
the other two kinds of -servers which are very important to the
analysis of the delay bound of our system service scheme.

The first server is the queue. Let with
being the departure time of the th customer. As

is the time that the th customer is served, we have

where and is the maximum service require-
ment of all customers. Thus, a queue with rate can
be viewed as a concatenation of a-server and an -server
with and . So it is a -server with

according to the concatenation theorem.
Now we consider another kind of-server, which is named

a queue withvacation. Suppose that the server takes a
vacation every time the queue is empty. When a vacation ends, it
will take another vacation if the queue is still empty. Otherwise,
it starts to serve the first customer in the queue. The vacation
time is bounded by , a queue with vacation can be
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Fig. 4. Model of system service as concatenation of four servers.

viewed as a concatenation of a-server and an -server with
and . A queue with

bounded vacation is a -server with .
The above analysis on the-server which is based on the

max-plus algebra has laid a theoretical foundation for us to eval-
uate the guaranteed deterministic delay bound of our network
service schemes. Based on this, we can map each service of the
multiplexer to each queue of the application stream as a
server with vacation. We label this server of the service
provided to each queue by the multiplexer as. We assume that
the service by the multiplexer to each queue of the application
stream is interrupted by a vacation to that queue. The service
time to each queue is bounded by the maximum message length
in that application stream. The vacation time to the queue of that
stream is bounded by the sum of the service time. We map the
-regulator as an server with its service delay. We label the

server of the -regulator as server . We map the propa-
gation of either control packet or message transmission as an

server, too. We label the server of the propagation of
control packet and message transmission as server. We also
map the waiting time which is the time for a message to wait for
a transmission channel available as anserver with certain
service delay. We label this server of a message as server

. We notice that all these servers and the server
can be concatenated as a whole server, which is the model of
our whole network service scheme. We show the whole con-
catenated server to represent our model of the whole network
service scheme in Fig. 4.

The delay bound of the service time of serveris equal to
the propagation time of messages. To evaluate the delay bound
of server relies on analysis of the execution of the EATS al-
gorithm. The delay bound of the server is composed of two
parts. One is the time a message spends in the queue to receive
the service of the multiplexer. The other part is the time when
the service to the current queue is at vacation. Hence, the whole
service scheme of our network is modeled as a concatenation of
a set of servers and one server with vacation so that
the evaluation of the bounded-delay to the whole concatenated
server is simply to add the bounded delay of each server to-
gether according to the theorem of-server concatenation. The
total delay bound of our system service schemes to individual
application streams should be the sum of the service time of
each server as they are concatenated. We present the total delay
bound in the following formula:

delay bound

delay bound

where is the propagation time for the message to propagate in
the network; is the number of application streams admitted
into the network; is the number of the channels; is the
maximum message length from all application streams; and
is the maximum message length from the application stream;
is the maximum traffic intensity for admitted application stream
.

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present the results from a set of simula-
tion experiments to evaluate the performance of the proposed
network service schemes. We conduct two groups of simulation
experiments. In the first group of experiments, a generic type
of real-time data traffic model is employed to conduct a discrete
event simulation studying the performance of the networks with
our systematic scheme. In the second group, we use real MPEG
traffic to conduct a trace-driven simulation. We also evaluate
the parameters of the real MPEG traffic to form two modeled
MPEG traffic and use them in a discrete event simulation. We
present the experiment designs as well as the experiment results
of these two groups of simulations in the following subsections.

A. Simulation with Real-Time Data Traffic

In this experiment, the effect on the WDM performance by
varying the traffic intensities from all the admitted application
streams is studied. We also compare the delay bound from
theoretical analysis with the maximum message delay received
through the simulation experiments to validate each other.

1) Experiment Design:In this experiment, we assume that
there are three application streams admitted to get transmission
service. And there are two data channels to be used for transmis-
sion. We describe the real-time application traffic based on the
marked point process. The parameters used in our experiments
are as follows. Message length is a random variable following
an exponential distribution with mean value of 50 time units but
bounded by maximum message length of 100 time units for each
application stream. A Poisson message arrival process for each
of three application streams is considered whose mean interar-
rival time can be determined by the maximum message length
in each application stream divided by the average traffic inten-
sity of the corresponding stream. The average intensity changes
from 0.1 to 0.325 for each application stream and from 0.3 to
0.975 for the total traffic in the network. Tuning latency is con-
sidered as 10 time units and the propagation delay is set to 100
time units in the experiments. Destination nodes for messages
are chosen according to a uniform probability distribution. The
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Fig. 5. Max delay versus traffic intensity.

message delay allowance is set to be the same as the delay
bound. The behavior of the network service schemes is observed
over a simulation period of 1 000 000 time units. The metrics of
the performance used in the experiments are themaximum mes-
sage delayfor comparison to the delay bound which is obtained
from the formula in the previous section. This metric is rather
a statistical metric than an experiental metric which means that
once a maximum value has appeared it will be recorded. The
system throughputis used as a general metric to describe the ef-
ficiency of the network.

2) Experiment Results:We present the experimental results
in two figures. One of the figures shows the maximum message
delays the messages experienced during a simulation period of
1 000 000 time units and the delay bound which is evaluated by
the formula we set up in the previous section. The other figure
shows the changes of the total system throughput when the total
traffic intensity is increased during the simulation.

In Fig. 5, we present the maximum message delay and the
delay bound of the ARR-EATS algorithm. It shows the rela-
tionship between the maximum message delay and the total
traffic intensity. It also displays the relationship between the
delay bound and the total traffic intensity. In this figure, we
can see that the maximum message delay increases when the
total traffic load increases. The reason for this is that when the
traffic is heavy, messages come into the network at a higher
rate, hence, the waiting time for a message gets longer. This
figure also reveals that when the total traffic intensity is under
1, the maximum message delay can always be kept under the
delay bound. When the total traffic intensity approaches 1, the
maximum message delay is close to the delay bound. This fact
can verify that the formula to evaluate the delay bound we re-
ceived in the last section is reasonable and correct. If the delay
allowance of any of these three application streams is set to be
the same as the delay bound, the message tardy rate of those
application streams should always be 0 when the total traffic
intensity is under 1. If the delay allowance of any of these appli-
cation streams is less than the delay bound, the message tardy
rate of those streams can be changed to be larger than 0, even if
the total traffic intensity is less than 1.

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the total system
throughput and the total traffic intensity from all the application
streams. In this figure, we can see that the total network
throughput increases when the total traffic load increases. The

Fig. 6. Network throughput versus traffic intensity.

reason for this lies in that when the input traffic load increases,
the output traffic intensity of the network will also increase if
the network is not blocked. The total network throughput is
actually a metric to measure the output traffic intensity. This
figure also reveals that the throughout of the network is not
high. It is just a bit more than 50% when the input traffic load
is near 1. And this reflects the fact that the utilization of the
network is degraded when guaranteed deterministic bounded
delay is required.

B. Simulation with MPEG Video Traffic

In this group of experiments, we employ real MPEG video
traffic, which is available from [25], to investigate the effective-
ness of our proposed admission control algorithm, and to eval-
uate the performance of our-regularity traffic characterization
scheme and ARR-EATS scheduling algorithm.

1) Experiment Design:In this group of experiments, we still
have two data channels for message transmission. But we do not
limit the number of admitted application streams to be served
because herein we are going to examine the effectiveness of our
admission control algorithm. The number of application streams
admitted into the network is determined dynamically by our ad-
mission control algorithm. At [25], there are around 20 files con-
taining frame size traces from MPEG encoded video sequences.
We pick 13 different traces from the above collection. We as-
sume that these 13 application streams are requesting guaran-
teed deterministic bounded-delay transmission service from our
WDM optical network.

A frame size trace from MPEG encoded video sequence is
a series of data, each item of which is the size of a frame in
bits. Each of the selected frame size traces has the following
properties: 1) there are 39 996 frames in each trace file; 2) the
frames are arranged in a deterministic periodic sequence in a
pattern of IBBPBBPBBPBB; 3) we assume that in every second,
there are two group of pictures (GOP). It means that the interar-
rival time between frames is constant and it is 1/24 second. Each
of the trace file contains 27.8 minutes of real-time full-motion
video. The contents of all the selected 13 frame size traces in-
clude several different video types such as TV news and talks,
episodes from comedies and cartoons, cable TV of soccer games
and races, and movies.

We assume that the bandwidth of each data channel is 3.0
megabits. We map the time unit in our simulation system as
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OFFRAME SIZE TRACES

TABLE II
ADMITTED TRAFFIC STREAMS UNDER DIFFERENTTHROUGHPUT

1 millisecond in real world. Hereby, the size of a frame is
converted into the time period, in which a frame is transmitted
through the WDM optical data channels. In this way, a frame
size trace from an MPEG encoded video sequence can be
mapped as a real-time application stream composed of vari-
able-length messages.

In the simulations, we consider the tuning time of the trans-
ceivers to be 10 unit times and the propagation delay is 50 unit
times. We study the relationship between the maximum mes-
sage delay and the network throughput. The network throughput
changes from 0.6 to 1.0 in the experiments. The number of
admitted application streams varies as the network throughput
changes. Destination nodes for application streams are chosen
according to a uniform probability distribution. The message
delay allowance is set to be same as the delay bound. The be-
havior of the network service schemes is observed over a sim-
ulation period of 1 666 500 time units, which is the same as the
period of the available frame size trace has been transmitted. The
metrics of the performance used in the experiments are themax-
imum message delay, which is the same as that used in the pre-
vious group of simulation experiments. Thesystem throughput
is also used as a general metric to describe the efficiency of the
network.

In this simulation, the admission control scheme analyzes all
of the application streams. The scheme gets the maximum frame
length, the average traffic intensity, and the maximum traffic in-
tensity as parameters of each application stream. Then the ad-
mission control algorithm,sum-subset searchalgorithm, is in-
voked to determine which application streams to admit into the
network for transmission service from 13 requesting streams
based on the average traffic intensity of each of stream. The
traffic of each admitted stream will then be shaped by the char-
acterization scheme, which is based on the principle of-reg-
ularity. The shaped traffic of each admitted stream will get the
transmission service under our variable-length message trans-
mission scheduling algorithm—the ARR-EATS algorithm.

2) Experiment Results:First, we present a table to show the
effectiveness of our admission control algorithm, which admits
various MPEG video streams among those requesting transmis-
sion service as the throughput changes.

a) Effectiveness of admission control algorithm:We have
13 frame size traces from the MPEG encoded video sequences
as application streams requesting guaranteed deterministic
bounded-delay service. After being mapped to the real-time
application streams composed of variable-length messages,
they have their parameters in Table I:

Our admission control algorithm will determine which of the
MPEG encoded video sequences are admitted into the network
among the above 13 requesting sequences according to the pa-
rameter of average intensity of each of the sequences under dif-
ferent normalized network throughput. Table II shows the result
of executing our admission control scheme.

As an example, Table II shows that when the network
throughput is 0.6, the admitted MPEG traffic has numbers 2,
5, 8, 13, which are the parameters shown in Table I. Under
different network throughput, the admitted MPEG traffic as
well as the total number are different.

b) Network performance by trace-driven simulation:In
Fig. 7, we present the maximum message delay and the delay
bound of the ARR-EATS algorithm when trace-driven simula-
tion is conducted. It shows the relationship between the max-
imum message delay and the network throughput. In this figure,
the delay bound is calculated according to the formula proposed
in Section IV. The value of the delay bound is increasing because
the number of the admitted MPEG traffic increases when the
network throughput gets larger. The maximum message delay,
which is the largest delay any message has ever experienced in
the network, increases when the total traffic load as well as net-
work throughput get to 1. However, even when the throughput
is 1, the maximum message delay has not exceeded the calcu-
lated delay bound. This shows that our analysis on the delay
bound of message transmission is correct and valid. It can also
be used to evaluate whether a real-time application stream can
be transmitted within its deadline or not under certain network
throughput if the parameters including time laxity (delay al-
lowance) of the stream can be provided to the network scheme.
Suppose one application stream has set its delay allowance to be
400 time units, which means any message in this stream cannot
experience a delay exceeding 400 time units. From Fig. 7, we
can say that if the total network traffic is less than 0.8, our net-
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Fig. 7. Max delay versus network throughput (real traffic).

work scheme can ensure this deterministic bounded delay when
the messages in this stream are scheduled and transmitted. Oth-
erwise, it cannot be guaranteed. Another important point shown
by this figure is that the delay bound guaranteed by our network
scheme to the MPEG encoded video traffic is around 500 time
units when the throughput is almost equal to 1. Let us convert
this delay bound into the real world. We have set that one simula-
tion time unit is equal to 1 millisecond before we proceeded with
the trace-driven simulation under the condition that the band-
width of the data channel is 3.0 megabits. The guaranteed delay
bound of 500 time units means that the maximum delay imposed
on the MPEG encoded video streams by the WDM optical net-
works, with bandwidth of each data channel being 3.0 megabits
under the control of our systematic scheme, will not exceed the
time of transmission of one GOP or one picture. This implies
that at the destination nodes, limited capacity of buffer can be
allocated for temporal buffering of the information of only one
GOP, while the quality of the video cannot be impaired.

Having presented the results of simulations regarding the
transmission of MPEG encoded video traffic, we have the
following points to summarize.

1) The admission control algorithm has been verified to be
an effective algorithm in limiting the number of applica-
tion streams served so that deterministic real-time service
can be guaranteed.

2) Our proposed systematic scheme has been tested to have
the ability to provide guaranteed deterministic bounded-
delay service in the specified WDM optical networks to
whatever real-time application streams composed of vari-
able-length messages.

3) Our developed formula to evaluate the delay bound of the
message transmission delay has been validated by either
theory of max-plus algebra or extensive simulation exper-
iments.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the problem of providing
guaranteed deterministic bounded-delay service to application
streams composed of variable-length messages with time con-
straints in a single-hop WDM optical network. We proposed
a set of network service schemes which ensure deterministic
QoS guarantees to real-time variable-length messages. These

schemes include admission control, traffic characterization, and
scheduling algorithms. Our main contribution in this paper lies
in that: 1) we have proposed a new admission control policy
to decide on which application streams (made up of variable
length messages) can be admitted when more than one new
application stream requests admission into the network; 2) we
have proposed a new scheduling algorithm called ARR-EATS
which is dedicated to scheduling variable-length messages
and can be used in the specified WDM optical network; and
3) we formulated a mathematical evaluation model on the
delay bound in our specified WDM optical network based on
the max-plus algebra and the theory of-regularity. We also
evaluated the performance of the proposed techniques in a
number of experiments and compared their results to those
from the mathematical evaluation.

We plan to extend this framework of providing QoS guaran-
tees for variable length packets to wavelength routed networks
(multihop WDM networks). The issue of admission control in
conjunction with wavelength assignment and routing would
make the problem very challenging and of considerable interest
in QoS-oriented wide area networks.
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